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Thi^ high tech hologram 
satellite dish picks op T\ 
shows From every galaxy. 

^idr scanning vehicle 
comes oFF in a snaci. 

The mimis of children are filled with 
dreams - dreams of space adventures, 
castles, and pirates and they all come 
alive with the magic of imagination. 
Here, in this catalog, we invite your 
children on many wonderful adventures 
You 11 find over 250 items in all -many 
of them unique or hard-to-find LEGO 
toys and accessories. Look for the 
many special features that children 
love - like secret hiding places, trap 
doors, special decoding equipment, 
grabber arms, magnets and even a 
skeleton. 

Place your holiday orders as early as possible. 
Every year we are surprised by one or two 
exceptionally popular items that sell out quickly. 
The last thing we want are disappointed children 
during the holidays, so place your orders now 
while we still have everything in stock! 

Plus, if you place an order of $75 or more from 
this catalog by November 30,1996 you'll receive 
a FREE t-shirt! See order form for more details. 

Our Prices INCLUDE Shipping & Handling! 

With the LEGO Shop at Home Catalog, your holiday 
budget won't he nibbled away by extra charges. 
The prices you see include regular shipping and 

Need it quick? Express delivery is available for a 
small extra charge, Gall by 2 p.m. Eastern Time 
and you can get fast, direct, door-to-door delivery 
anywhere in the continental U.S. in just 
2 - 4 business days! (See order form for details.) 

The LEGO Quality and Service Guarantee. 
We believe our toys must live up to your highest 
expectations. And our service must live up to the 
quality of our toys. We hope that you wilt be 
totally satisfied with your order. But if there’s 
any reason you’re not, simply return it to us for 

LEGO' SYSTEM® and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain 
small parts. These sets are not suitable and ms 
pose a hazard to children under three years of 
age. DOPLO® sets have larger pieces which are 

Prices are guaranteed though January 31,1997 



Launch satellites into 
space to pick up 

extraterrestrial secrets! 

has telescopic ilaser 
cannon is a blast! 

What came nrsi 
- the ahefi 0f 

etiq,? Secret 

decodin') W*P- 
m rneot helps 3^ 

Find out! 

Rear winqs roio 
down when it s 

time to blast-orh 

Join the fearless crew of the Exploriens largest ship! Scon the galaxy far 
unknown danger with a powerful satellite dish and alien clue decoding 
equipment. Starship comes complete with detachable satellites, an 
adjustable telescopic laser - even cm android. There's plenty of action, with 
four cockpits that open and close, folding wings, and tilting front and rear 
compartments." And there’s also a detachable ground-scanning vehicle stored 
at the rear of hie ship to help yoa search for alien clues on uncharted planets, 
includes.3 ExpWiens and ’'Ann droid". Ages 9-12, 652 pieces. a,JB 
#6982 Explorien .StaV&hip $68.00 

To OideriftIF:11 -800-453-4652 24 Hours a day Includes application to join the LEGO Club ;FR 
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All Exploriens missions slart here! This j 
awesome home base is equipped with 1 
futuristic communication satellites, i 
holographic screen, alien due decoder and 
Iwo space vehicles. The ground vehicle 
defends the base with its telescopic laser. 
Two Exploriens are in charge ol the base and 
rely on their android for extra help! 
Ages 8-12. 2)67 pieces. 
#6958 Android Base $44.00 
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2B pieces. Sl50 
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C. Ifefcula O^utpoSt 
Discover I he wonders of space 
in I his mobile laboratory. The 
captain maneuvers the ship from 
the control room, while the space 
scientist works in the lab below. 
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a telescopic laser and special decoding 
equipment for fan that's out oh his world! 
Ages 7-12. 156 pieces 
#6899 Nebula Outpost S] 6.50 

D. 'Planetary Decoder 
h soars through space, then lands on uncharted 
planets to search lor al ien clues! Th is fu tly 
equipped craft has adjustable rocket engines, a 
relating telescopic laser, alien clues and decoding 
equipment. 79 pieces. 
=€856 Planetary Decoder S&75 
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E. #6854 Alien Fassilizer 

51 pieces, SG,50 

In eludes application to join the LI SO Club.. .FREE 

hsfaiftk ivtJe The rotating screen uses holograms 
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for communication while a magnetic 
arm gathers alien clues. Comes with \ Jr control 
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The Royal King can’t wait iwo more yeare 
for the Winter Olympics, ss he's throwing $ 

* castle wide snowboarding party this 
winter. ttH$ a good thing (tie Royal Knights 
wear armor because (he first went will he a 

downhill slaflom oft the ftoyal Drawbridge 

B. Bandit ^mbush. 
Look sharp and move quick when you're 

in charge of this secret hideaway. Use 

the catapult, crossbow, sword and shield 

to protect your treasure chest. Two Dark 

Forest figures included. 58 pieces. 

#6024 Bandit Ambush $6.50 cm Includes application to join the LEGO Club FREE’ 
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E* Dark Forest Fortress 
Raise the alert! The forest is no longer a safe place for the King and 
his subjects! The renegades of the Dark Forest hide stolen treasure 
in their fortress which is protected by a hidden catapult, a trick tree, 

drawbridge and a spooky skeleton that stands guard at the prison! 
■ The Royal Knights have their own tricks like a secret compartment 
under their horse-drawn wagon. Includes 2 Royal Knights, 4 Dark 
Forest figures and a skeleton. Ages 8-12, -161 pieces. 
-6079 Dark Forest Fortress $54,00 „ To Order I 
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#6104 Aqucraone Divers [Includes 

Thresher Jock and their sidekicks! 

20 pieces, $7.25 a 

#5160 Aquazone 

Accessory Pack 

21 Pieces, 5100 

Calling al! brave adventurers! Those devious 

Aquasharks have an underwater hideout and it’s 

up to you to find it! Follow the Aquashark ship — 

hut watch out for its grasping daw arm. 

powerlu] magnetic arm, and glistening 
harpoons. The hideout has. its dangers, 

too — like the secret cave dungeon I hats 

almost impossible to escape Irom! You're 

suje to think up all kinds of amazing 

adventures with the hungry shark, 

mint-sub,two Aquasharks and real 

working compass. Ages 8-12, 253 pieces. 

#6190 Shark's Crystal Cave 554,00 CLUS 
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in me am*, 11 $ me crystal you need to survive 
underwater] Your sub is fully equipped, for the 
mission, with a magnetic arm, a pincher arm 
and a red box to store the crystals in. But first, 
open the cockpit door— and see if you eon 
snatch the crystal away from the octopus! 
Agee 7-12. ISO pieces. 
#6175 Crystal Explorer Sub $33,00 H ! 
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This sleek ship is perfect for high 
speed under water chases — with 
four separate propellers, il can zoom 
forward and backward through the 
water in pursuit of crystal-snatching 
Aquasharks. Once you've chased the 
Aquasharks away, roll along the 
ocean floor picking up crystals with 
two grabbing arms. Aquanaut 
included. Ages 7-12. 92 pieces. 

THRESH?* 
During the holidays. Thresher 
likes to decerate his super 
_ L ! _ .. .Ti L ■..._S_i.i t_ it _ iL i _ _ ship with twinkling lights and 
glowing hyp relator crystals. 
Alter decorating the Shark's 
Crystal Cave, he hooks an 
ornament to his hook to stay 
In the holiday spirit. 
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Try building the Diving Shark 
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Add to the fun with this tricky underwater scooter. IjW I M ( ijj 
Includes opening cockpit, propeller, harpoons, and 9 w 
Aquashark diver, Thresher. Ages B-1.2, 57 pieces. 
#6135 Spy Shark SBJ5 

Pack 

dtid flTE'E lTf-£kirt 
You gel II* #6135 Spy Shark 

D, #S 155 Deep Sea Predator 

E. #6195 Neptune Discovery lab 

pitas a FREE #1125 Aquazone T-shirt! 646 pieces in all 

Please specify size of T-shirt when ordering, 
#K6155 Aquazone Adventure Pack, 

,krsf»s 

T -skirt C. ne 
The coolest T-shirt lor Aquazone fans! 
Bright graphics show a clash between the brave 
Aquanauts and the dastardly Aqua sharks. T-shirt 
is made of 100% preshrunk cotton, Made in USA. 
#1125 Aquazone T-shirt 
Youth Sizes: M 10-12, L 14 1S^...J$11.00 
Adult Sizes: S, M. L XL.......$13,00 
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One look cii this sub strikes tear into I he 
heart of any Aquanaut- It's built for one 
purpose — to steal the precious hydrofator 
crystals. A magnetic arm can pick up the 
ted hou fuJl of crystals and a pinch er arm 
con pick up just about anything else!: 
At the helm is on Aquasbark. armed with d 
harpoon and knives, bis only protection 
against the dangers of the deep sea. 
Swimming alongside is a man-eating 
shark! Ages 7-12. 99 pieces. 

Feel a sense of pride as you build and control the heart of the 
entire undersea operation — the lab where priceless crystals are 
harvested,- The submarine uses its grabbing and magnetic arms 
to bring the crystals in. Use the crane to unload the crystals — 
then send the sab back out tor another daring mission in 
uncharted territory. But watch out lor (hat octopus — it looks 
hungry! Ages 8-12. 492 pieces, 

cr^kiT,? 

Joevt etoysEAw 
Last year Jpgk invitecf the entire 
Clouseau family aver for holiday 
dinner. When the family found 
out he was having sea slug 
stew, sea cucumber salad, and 
rad algae appetizers, they 
ordered out for pizza. This year, 
Jock is whipping up a batch of 
plankton pasta, some shark fin 
soup, and crab cakes for the 
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A- Rocky River Retreat 
This is one comp where you'If never run out of things to do! At 
the Rocky River Retreat you can go fishing, boating, horseback 
riding or just relax by the campfire, There's a hanging bridge 
and ladder to cross over the river, plus a jeep that pulls your 
own private speedboat. The cabin contains a table, chain lamp 
and bed. Two vacalloners included, Ages 7-12, 237 pieces. 
#6552 Rocky River Retreat $26.75 

B. Rally "Racers 
Ramp up for some serious racing action! Two racing rigs 
are ready to roll to the finish line! Each six-wheeled vehicle 
has its own driver — with nerves of steel. Box is shaped like 
a ramp for race jumps and crashes! 192 pieces, 
#1021 Rally Racers SI LOO 
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Fia,%a 
Everybody loves pizza — 
especially when its delivered 
hot from the oven! Now you 
can build and manage your 
own pizzeria, complete 
with delivery truck, pizza 
flipper, live pizzas, chef, 
driver and customer. 
142 pieces. 
#6350 Pizza To Go S 17.50 

P- Cjdtor Landing 
Build them carefully, because this boat and water plane 
have la get you into — and out of — the alligator infested 
swamp! Many hours of fun await you at the secret hideaway, 
with gold coins, cash, a hanging bridge and adventurers 
who will stop at nothing to keep (heir loot! 
Ages 7-12. 232 pieces, 
SS563 Gator Landing S2&50 



Big pieces for little hands 
and GIANT imaginations! i 

From Infants 
to Pre-School 
A. Mix it, Match it, — 

Stack it High! f 
This deluxe set contains an elephant, ^ 
a rattling penguin and walrus, a car, 
mirror block, a special rock-and-spin 
piece, plenty oi brightly colored J 
stacking blocks, a building plate and 
an adapter piece that lets your child add 
traditional DUPLO blocks when the time 
is right. Ages 6-24 months. 20 pieces. 
#2086 X-Large Stack 'W L#am Set $22.00 

My DUPLO House 
,rDing, dongJ' — the doorbell really rings! And that's 

just one of the wonderful surprises your child 
will find in the largest DUPLO house ever, 

^ In every room there are plenty ol 
cupboards and appliances to keep 

little ones busy. Plus the 
fabric curtains actually 

dgf open and close! 
■ Ages 2-6. 77 pieces, 

;'4 pi #2794 My DUPLO House 
B 584,00 

C. Animal Park 
There's so much lor little 
ones to see and do at the 
Animal Park! The monkey 
swings overhead- The 
giraffe nibbles on leaves. 
The hippos play. And the 
crocodile waits for its , 
dinner. Comes with 
zoo keepers, feeding m 
truck, a domed 
archway and 
plenty of animals 
far many hours of fun. j 
Ages 2-6. 45 pieces. M 
#2667 Animal Park 
S33.00 

D. through G* 
DUPLO Families 
Each happy family is 
ready for adventure, 
complete with 
grandparents, a baby 
in a stroller and a video 
camera for capturing 
the fun! Ages 2-6. 
11 pieces in each set, 

■516.25 each 

r When ifs morning, ^ 
slide the cloth curtains 

open. Night time? Slide 
k them closed again3 EXCLUSIVE 

Even little fingers ci 
the button that ma 
doorbell ring “din 
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DUPLO 
Holiday Catalog 

Cali 
1-800-453-4652 
The BIGGEST, the 
best* the most exciting 
collection of building 
toys for young 
children. With over 16 
pages dedicated 
exclusively to DUPLO 
building sets — from 
DUPLO Baby to 
DUPLO Toolo — you'll 
find endless variety* 
fun and many happy 
hours of play. Think of 
this catalog as your 
ONE STOP SHOP for 
building fun for your 
little one! 

H. Fun at the DUPLO Farm 
Your child will moo and oink and neigh and duck while keeping busy on the DUPLO farm. There's 
so much to do -- like hitch up the cart, feed the animals, ride a horse, load blocks in the silo and 
release the trap door so they tumble into the tractor's wagon. Includes large bam, two horses, 2 pigs, 
2 cows, 1 sheep, 3 chickens and four farmers. Ages 2-5. 70 pieces, 
#2699 Fun at the DUPLO Farm £66.00 

Hand operated! start/stop rail 
allows your child to choose 
whether the train stops, goes 
by+ or changes direction. 

Features 4 different 
actions and sounds 
children can operate 
themselves! 

Enough track to make an extra 
big 41" x 19" oval layout. 

I. My First Powered Train Set 
At a certain stage children learn that they have the power to 
make things react to their touch. See the tun your young 
engineer will have making the train run and stop, go 
backwards and automatically change direction. And to add 
to the fun, each of the four functions responds with its own 
unique sound, The battery powered DUPLO Play train can 
go everywhere — it runs on the track and directly on the 
floor. Plus, unlike ordinary toy trains, your child builds both 
locomotive and wagons and then can redesign them his or 
her own way. It's a toy that stays fresh, a new adventure 
each time. Ages 3-6. 61 pieces, 
#2730 DUPLO Battery Train £B5-00 

Power Saving 
Design. 
The battery train will 
run at least S hours 
on 3 AA alkaline 
batteries (batteries 
not included). The 
power saving feature 
goes into action when 
the train has not been 
touched by your child 
for two minutes. 

Add to the FUN! 
Additional Train Tracks 
(Not pictured) 
Sometimes you just need a bit more track to 
make the train go where you want it to. 
These track sets give you infinite flexibility, 

#2734 Six Straight Tracks 
measure 30 inches. £6,50 

#2735 Six Curved Tracks 
build a 22 inch half circle. £6.50 

Tg Order Caff: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a d ay 



A- &+ if lee trie Building fCit 
Build the machines- of your wildest dreams — and set 
them rolling with the electric motor. Yen'll find plenty ol 
pieces to spark your imagination, including eyes, flags, 
propellers, gates, a driver, a mechanic and — ol course - 
monster wheels! Plus yon get #1474 FREE! 
409 pieces in all! Ages 6-12. 
#K41&3 6+Electric Building Kit A $57.25 value. 
NOW ONLY $49,50! rfffc 

C* £+ Pack 
Includes a tree, umbrella, flag, 
and flowers, as well os special 
colors like pink and mint 
green. Build a giant snail 
that's also a house. 
Ages 5-12. 266 pieces. 
#4151 5+Tote Pack 14.25 © 

114133 3+ Bucket 

D, #1474 3+ Building Set 
Ages 3-12. 61 pieces. $7*75 

with purchase of 
4153 or 4163 

E* 3uild~W-Stare Kit 
The ultimate building adventure! You'll lind bricks 
of every shape, sise and color. Plus wheels, doors, 
windows, steering wheels and more. All packed in a 
chest with three compartments for storage, a handle 
for carrying and, three baseplate lids. 
Plus, you jet #1474 FREE! 
Ages 5-12. 744 pieces in all. 
#K4153 5+ Build-N-Store Kit ” 
A £49.25 value. Now Only £41.505 

Includes application to join the LEGO Cluh...FflEE1 
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#629 3 Building Plates 
2-1 i'2J' x 5” £5.50 

#813 Large Green Baseplate 
10” x 10” £5,50 

#819 Large Blue Baseplate 
10" x 10" 55.50 To Order Calk 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a Day 

U* VKeel-Wind Motor 
No plugs! No batteries! Energize this 
motor by dragging wheels along any 
flal surface, And away it goes. This 
wheel-wind motor powers cars, bucks 
— anything that moves. Great lor fas! 
moving lun! % pieces. 
#818 Wheel-Wind Molor $12.25 

If. Idea Book 
Build and create 2S new models for extra playtime 
fun with this 40 page Idea Booh. Build 10 different town 
models, 3 caslle models, a pirate boat and fort and 4 
space vehicles! Oversized 81/4" x 11 W lor easy use. 
1260 Idea Book $4.25 

If. #5161 
inverted Roof Bricks 
16pieees< $3,QC 

I. Uriels Ssparatar1, 

Everyone needs one! This tool 
makes it a snap to pull those 
small plates apart. 
#321 Brick Separator $2.25 

<zp*\ 

42 Flaies in Two 

Thinner than the regular brick,, 
these plates have many uses. 
Builders hint: 3 plates slacked 
together equal one brick- 
$5.25 each per color. 

M #5146 Blue ■ 
N. #5147 Red ■ 
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62 Bricks in, $iie dolors 
Expand your LEGO brick 
collection with these LEGO 
bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks 
per package. 
$5.25 each per color 

#5140 - Red ■ 
P. #5141 - Blue ■ 

• #5142* White 

It. #5143 * Yellow 

. #5144- Black ■ 
T, #5145 - Gray ■ 
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Haof Briefer 
Give your buildings, castles, 
and towers real-looking roofs. 
Or use these sloping bricks to 
build race cars, a ramp — the 
list is endless. 

#5151 Steep Sloped 

Bricks [45 degrees}* 

53 pieces, $5,25 

G* #5152 
Low Sloped Bricks 
(25 degrees), 60 pieces, 
$5.25 

J. Door# St ’Windows 

Plenty of doors and windows in 
this 38-piece assortment. 
#5149 Doors & Windows 
$5*25 

tP 
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Towers, oars, horns — almost 
everything you build is more 
fun with doors that really open 
and close. Those hinges do ihe 
job, 31 pieces. 
#5165 Hinges Sr Couplings 
$3,00 ^ _ 

Start your creations 
Mammoth creations like skyscrapers 
or enchanted castles do much belter 
with a baseplate foundation. 
Each durable baseplate forms 
a solid base far all your 
LEGO building bricks. 

#B28 X-Large Gray Baseplate 
15" x IS" $11.00 

here/ 
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A. Bdlpbin Voint 

Welcome- to Dolphin Point — (he new LEGO 
lighthouse where you'll find everything you 
need for a perfect holiday. The lower has 

and see if you can catch a glimpse of a 
dolphin nearby. Visit the kitchen to mak 
a quick snack. Or stop for an ice cream 
at the counter downstairs There's a 
sailboat to take you around the lagoon - 
and a barbecue for gritting dinner. Plus 
lots more, like a cafe table with 
umbrella, a radio, even a colorful 
parrot! Ages 7-12. 19B pieces. 
#6414 Dolphin Point $33.00 

B. I-sIcmd facade 
Imagine the inn you'll have al you 
very own lair! The fortune wheel 
spins round and round — and the 
meny-go-round really turns! 
HO pieces. 
mm Island Arcade $21.00 

Cabana Beach! There's a pier 
for fishing, a speedboat, a 
windsurfer, a juice bar, a cabana 
for changing, lounge chairs for 
relaxing — even a parrot and 
monkey la keep everyone 
entertained. Includes four 

#64Id Cabana Beach $25.50 

mm stfsi E# 
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includes application to join the LEGO Club 

Pretend you're in Hawaii! LEGO tourists 
can swim, sail or lake a bike ride to the 
cafe for cm ice cream cone or a cool drink. 
Ice cream cart and five tourists included. 
Ages 7-12. 155 pieces. 
#6411 Sand Dollar Cafe 529.75 

t« Carriage Bid®' 

Spend many happy afternoons touring town in this 
lovely horse-drawn carriage] And be sure to stop 
for a lemonade al the gazebo. Comes with carriage 
driver and passenger SO pieces. 
#6404 Carriage Ride 51,75 

Invite your friends to join you for 
fabulous fun at the Paradisa 
Country Club. Tour the grounds 
in the horse-drawn carriage — or 
unhitch the horse and go for a 
ride! When you're ready for a 
rest, relax in the lounge chair 
and order a juice from the cafe. 
What a great way fa spend the 
day! Ages 7-12. 272 pieces, 
#641® Country Club 542,00 
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This is it — the moment of truth tor 
two speedy race ecus and their 
fearless drivers. Who will cross 
the finish line first? Only you can 
decide! Comes with a viewing 
tower, tow truck. 2 spectators, 
five signal flags and a pit stop 
full of tools and tires for quick 
fixes. Ages 7-12. 329 pieces, 
#8337 Fast Track Finish S44.0D 

E, ti%dy 'iVanSpsrt 
The ultimate test of your building — and driving — skills. 
Coastruct the big rig transport truck. Piece together three sleek 
race cars, load them on the truck with the special ramp. Then 
head for the track and put the pedal to the metal! Comes with cool 
chrome exhaust pipes, spare tires, hubs and all the loots you need 
for those last-minute repairs. Plus, you get Mandy the Mechanic. 
Eddie Oc tane and Turbo Charger figures. Ages 7-12, 385 pieces. 
#8335 fndy Transport $33,00 ... 
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Here's everything you need to keep your cars looking gore 
driving fast. Ihe Hot Rod Club is stocked with tools, jack, 
extra wheels, hand truck, oil can and soda 
machine. Feel the pride of ownership as you 
build and maintain a bright red hot rod with ^ 
real chrome-plated exhaust pipes, a yellow j+Wf/ffSl 
speedster, and black motorbike. Two ■Mm9a£| 
drivers and mechanic included. ^4jflfip 

#6639 Raven Racer 
Ages 5-12. 61 pieces 57.25 

TC, os he likes to be called, is the 
fastest race car driver on the circuit 
He likes to do everything fast. 
He opens his presents so tost that 
5 n met lines he can't find them under 
the piles of holiday wrapping paper. 

00rne11m.es even formula 1 race cars need a Jut., and now you can 
do the job! Build a low truck that's complete with a motorized tow 
cable and double Hashing lights. Then tow your car to the pit, 
where you'll find plenty of tools for any repair. Now you're ready 
tor the track! Includes 9 V motor, two mechanics and driver. 
Ages 7-12. 264 pieces, Batteries not included. 
16484 FI Hauler $43,50 

#6581 Hot Rod Club $26,50 
ir'jl 

Special Hot Bad ICit 
rv^ 

Includes 
C. #6561 Hot Rod Club. Rfjt ' 

E, #6562 Gas Stop Shop, 
F. #6484 FI Hauler and 

■ 

Plus, you get 
D. #6639 Raven Racer and 
C. #6530 Rebel Roadster FREE! 

821 pieces in a 111 
#K6562 Special Hot Rod Kit 
A SI 12.00 Value. 
NQW ONLY £99.001 You save £13.00. 

: 
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Press the light on (he foredeck of the Coastal Patrol boat 
to set the siren blaring, (he tights flashing and (he 
radar antenna spinning. It's full speed ahead to catch 
lhe speedboat carrying a smuggler and 
his suitcase filled with stolen gold. 
(9 volt battery not included). 
240 pieces.. , m 
£6483 Coastal Patrol 540.00 , 

If you like to go fast, this one's for you. A sleek black spee 
is ready for the waves, full throttle ahead! When yoa re rs 
the road, toad the boat on to it's trailer, hop in the rugged ■ 
road, vehicle, trade your racing helmet for the driver's cap 

and you're oil! 127 pieces. 
#6606 Wa ve Master SI 2.25 

There's trouble in town...save the 
day with the Police rescue team. 
Includes: 
C* #6348 Surveillance Squad 
D, #6545 Search N' Rescue 

O. #6516 Wave Master FREE! 
Ages 8-12. 1,254 pieces in all! 
#K6598 Police Rescue Team 
A SI36.25 value. Save SI3.25. 

Bad guys beware! The Surveillance Squad is armed for action! This awesome 10-wheel 
trailer truck holds three police officers and the latest tracking equipment, including a 
roof-top radcsr dish and rotating flood light. Inside, you 11 find the latest computer 
technology and two seats that turn. Ages 7-12. 306 pieces. 
#6346 Surveillance Squad S33J0 

b r'' £ 
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Never fear, the Search N' Rescue learn 

is here, ready to save the day! Add 
your own siren sounds as propellers 
spin and wheels race to the sile of any 
emergency. Team includes chopper, 
police van, trailer, dinghy, three rescue 
workers and other vital rescue 

P6545 Search NJ Rescue $24.00 

EL .Metro PP Station 
You're in command ol every situation Ironri 
the new, 3-story Metro PD Station. Chech 
for criminal records on the computer 
station, (hen rush to the control tower to 
radio your helicopter, boat and motorbike 
officers. When you've captured the bad 
guys, lock them behind .bars to keep the 
town safe! You've got all you need, with a 
police boat., chopper, police van, 
motorcycle, 7 police officers and 
I prisoner. Ages S-12. $40 pieces. 
#6598 Metro PD S tation 566.00 
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A- flam# fighters 
They're the bravest rescue workers of all — the fearless Flame 
Fighters who battle lowering infernos every day of I be week. And 
now you're in charge of the lbee-story station, complete with control 
lower, helicopter with landing pad. chiefs car and fully equipped firs 
engine. Four I lame fighters included- Age 8-12- 4 IS pieces. 
#6571 Flame Fighters S55.00 

#6&66 Ambulance 
71 pieces £9,25 

He first on the scene and save the day 
with, the Fire Rescue Team!1 

Includes: 
A. #6571 Flame Fighters 

C, #6340 Hook & Ladder and get 

Pup #652.5 Blase Commander FREE! 

Ages 8-12. 636 pieces in all! 

#K6S71 Fire Rescue Team 
An $00.50 value. 
NOW ONLY $76,00! Save 450! 

CL ocJctk and Ladder 
Four extension ladders and an extra $ 
long hose make this the best engine lor 
battling the most dangerous fires of all - 
blazing skyscrapers! The bright red Hook 
and Ladder carries two fearless firefighters 
and the latest rescue equipment., including 
oxygen bottles, an ax and barricades to kee 
the crowds away. Ages 7-12. 173 pieces. 
#6340 Hook and Ladder £21.00 
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mournled com©™, Totaling nose 
wheel, a four-blade propeller 
and aerodynamic tail wings. 
Now use the truck to fill it with 
lush stow the suitcase behind 
the Control panel and you're 
ready lor takeoff. Includes fuel 
attendant and pilot- 92 pieces, 
*634.1 Gas N1 Go Flyer $13. 25 

Let your imagination take flight 
with the Century Skyway 
Adventure Pack! 

Includes: 

E« #6615 Eagle Stunt Flyer 
C« #659? Century Skyway and gel 
E- #6341 Gas 'N Go Flyer FREE! 

Ages B-12. 1.013 pieces in alii 

KK661S Century Skyway 
Adventure Pack 

A 5131.00 value. 

NOW ONLY $ 1171 S ave 14*00! 

F. tingle Sttittk flyer 
Your heart wail pound and your pulse 
will race as you do loop do loops and 
other daredevil stunts. Includes specie 
chrome exhaust pipes and daredevil 
stunl pilot. Ages 7-12, 71pieces- 
#661$ Eagle Stunt Flyer 58,75 

All the action oi a big airport! The excitement begins on the 
runway where you'll find U fork lift, luggage carrier and fuel 
truck ready to take care of business. Then zoom down She 
runway in (he two-engine jet, which has space inside for a pile 
four passengers and subcases too, Ready for more adventure" 
Take oft in the cargo helicopter or explore remote terrain in Hie 
small one-person helicopter. The airport has plenty more to 
keep you busy, with a control tower, VIP lounge and baggage 
area, Twelve figures included. Ages 6-12. 850 pieces. 
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"'The holidays are special 
aboard the shuttle," Becky 
says. "I like looking al all 
the twinkling lights on earth. 
With the lights, people 
around the wot Id spell out 
holiday greetings in different 
languages for us to see.11 

it* Shuttle Launch Wad 
It's h big mission, but you can do it- launch the sliutSle into orbit then bring the 
crew home safely! The shuttle is complete in every detail including a satellite, 
lank and boosters. There's even a working cargo door for loading supplies and 
an arm that can be turned in all directions to Ire the satellite., The Shuttle Launch 
Pad also has a working hanger, adjustable spotlights, jib arm, and tools. Get 
ready to blast-off! Ages 8-12. 536 pieces. 
■*6339 Shuttle Launch Pad SSfi-M 

im m$m a includes application to join the LEGO Cluti^FREE! 
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To Order Call 24 Hours a Day 

B. Patriot Jet 
Head for the skies, but hold on tight as it approaches Mach 21 The 
cockpit pops open so (be pilot can board, and landing lights make 
sure touchdowns are safe. 153 pieces. 
#6331 Patriot let $ 16.50 

CL Shuttle iVarLScpti % 
Fans of airplanes and space shuttles — this one's for you! The 
space shuttle has all kinds d realistic details — like a special 
arm that can be turned in any direction to launch satellites into 
space. And a cargo door (hat opens and closes. Attar as cater 
space adventure load the shuttle on 1c the back of the 
jumbo jet tor the journey back home. Also comes with a 
repair vehicle, two workers, and an astronaut. 
320 pieces. 
#6544 Shuttle Itantcon 2 338.50 1:1 K —- 

88316 Moon Walker 

Ages 5-10 29 pieces. $3.25 

When something goes wrong on a Launch Command mission, 
you'll have to move quickly. Speed to the scene in this 
emergency vehicle, equipped with hose and extinguisher So 
put out liras. There are tire hatchets, too. in case you have to 
smash your way in! .119 pieces. 
#6614 Launch Evac I S9.25 

’'four job is critical to the success oi every Launch Command 
mission. This mobile space station has a satellite to track the 
shuttle and a computer to monitor the mission. There's even a 
helicopter for on up-clos# view of the shuttle landing. 377 pieces. 
#6336 Launch Response Unit 318,50 
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A. Ufadnit l^drinci 
Join the non-stop action al Sandy Point Marina! You've got a 4-wheel drive beach van that carries your windsurfing 
gearr a deluxe power boat and a fishing pier. Three marine adventurers with life jackets, fashing gear and a hung 
shark add to the excitement. Plus, each set includes a coupon to join the LEGO Club FREE! 149 pieces, 
#172,1 Sandy Point Mnrina A $17,44 Value. Now Just $15.00! 

B. Hurricane Harbor 
When disaster strikes, whisk to the rescue — by land, air or -• i j * ij aj i 
seal Go full throttle in your high speed motorboat to save ^ I 
stranded sailors. Speed through the skies in your stale-of- 
the-art chopper. Or drive off-road in your four-wheel-drive ::r>fl v ” 
vehide. The harbor base is equipped wilh the latest high centre I root*' | 

tech equipment, like a computerised control room, radar and I 
an aerial antenna that you can turn. There's even a friendly K 

dolphin to help you navigate the turbulent seas! 3&S pieces, K 

#G33S Hurricane Harbor S4B.5D rLua K 
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Hold on tig hi a§ you hit the waves in these 
two souped-up jet skis. A referee boat makes 
sure the race is fair, while (he coast guard 
watches Irom shore, Comes with 
a four-wheel drive jeep and trailer. 
175 pieces. 

#6334 Wave lump Racers $22.00 

Alert! Alert! Road construction ahead!' Scoop up dirt in 
the 3-joint bucket, load il in the dump truck and zoom 

away. Two road workers included. Ages 7-12, 125 piece? 
#6681 Dig n‘Dump $13,25 

Super <lonslruction 'f&etm 
The greatest construction collection includes 
D. #8581 Dig N‘ Dump, 

1- #E667 Pothole Patcher. 

P* W6649 Street Sweeper.Plus, you get 

#3535 Dumper, FREE! 317 pieces in all 
^KfiSSl Super Construction Team 
A $34,25 Value. You save $4.50. Just $23,75 

To Order Call; 24 Hours a Day 



(¥6675 Rescue Rig Ages 7-12. 112 pieces. £9,25 

ff6625 Speed Thackers 56 pieces. SB.50 

#6314 City People 27 pieces. £7.25 

36BGS River Runners 
73 pieces. £7.25 

H. #651® Baja Buggy 36 pieces. £3.50 

J, #6546 Slick Racer 
Ages Ml 3® pieces. $4. 
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D. #5132 
Wheels & Bearings 
24 pieces, S3.50 

A* #53GS Decorated 
Elements 43 piii 
$4,25 i rm 

#K5033 
Electric Light 
Kit Includes: 
K. #5033 Lighting Brick 
LiSttfi 9V Battery Bex 
An si i.flo Save SI.00 
ONLY $10,00 

1. #5125 Launch 
Command 
Accessories 
30 pieces, $3,00 

til £3 Lxplorien 
Accessaries 
25 pieces, £4.25 

K. #5033 
Lighting Brick 
5 pieces £5.50 

q • 

#5038 
9V Battery Box 
$5,50 

der ot S75 or more 
placed betoi*6 

fl- VLtfi itti# lla,^ m 
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Not found in any store! Travel to the Dark jfl 

Forest, dive into the exciting underwater world 
of Aquasone, visit the Wild West or even decode 
alien messages with the ExploriensJ Adventures 
never end with this awesome new T-shirt! It’s made of 
medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey lor soft, 
comfortable wear. Tape crew neck features two-piece 
collar that looks better longer and it won't shrink or 
lose its shape. Made in USA, Please specify size 
when ordering. 

tcrae 
Youth Sizes: M 10-12, L 14- 1ft,,,..,.,,$l1,00 
Adult Sizes: Sr M„ L, XL  ......SI 3.DO 

ns 11 pieces 

1- a Bag Till! af 
If^lidrty (Iheer! 

Just in time for the Holidays. Tour 
surprise bag of Holiday cheer will 
make decorating your house a lot 

, of fun this year. Inside this bag 
| full of fun you will find one Santa 
ft model, end two surprise friends. 
Wk That's three models an all. 

Ages 6-12. Over 100 pieces, 
#K1627 Holiday Cheer Bag 

A great value —ONLY $3,75 

€p f£ey 
Keep your keys on the coolest 
key chains in town! 
Suitable for ages 5 and up, 
$3.50 each. 
#9404 Map s to the Wizard 
#0408 fipvrius 
#9410 Explorien NEW! 

Giving a gift to preferred LEGO Shop At Home 

customers like you has become a tradition. And. this 

year place an order of $75 or more from this catalog 

before November 30. 1996 and we’ll send you a FREE 

Blast into the Pash.vCruise into the Future T-shirt. It's 

our way of saying "Thank you and Happy Holidays!" 

To receive your free T-shirt, use item #FT96 and 

include size on the order form. Limit one free T-shirt 

per customer. Offer expires November 30r 1996. 

md system! 

inanity road system... 
dges, buildings and 

5 these plales Ho build 
i are detailed with 
Leasures 10" square. 

Look Inside. 

To build this 
sample layout you'll 
need two 
packages #63 It) & 
-6313 and one 

Hint: Fast™ your 
road plates 
together using bricks 
or plates at the ^ 
comers. 
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#6625 Spe 

D. LEGO Hat*.la™ Ifat 
Kids who love to build (ike crazy, will love their own 
LEGO Mania hat, featuring the LEGO MANIAC! This 
six panel 100% brushed cotton cap features sturdy visor 
to keep the sun out of your eyes, Plus, the LEGO Mania 
design is stitched right into the hat i.not a glued on 
patch) so your hat will look great for years, One size 
tits children ages 4 St. up. Imported. 
#1132 LEGO Mania Hat $16.00 

YourU love these Cool LEGO T- 
Shirts! These fun and nigged 
shirts are made of medium 
weight, preshrunk 100% 
Cotton jersey for soft, 
comfortable wear, 
they won't shrink or 
lose their shape and the water- 
based inks used in the designs 
are environmentally sound and 
retain their brilliant colors longer. 
Made in USA 
(Please indicate size on order form). 

C. Bade 

Youth Sizes? M 10-11L 14-16 S1LQQ 
Adult Sires:. S NIL,XL $1100 

A. . #1131 Race T-Shirt 

B. #1129 LEGO MANIA T-Shirt 

C. #1130 Explorien T-Shirt 



D, #5132 
Wheels 8e Bearings 
24 pieces* S3,50 

A* #5398 Decorated 
Elements 43 pieces, 
H25 rtrvni 

#K5Q33 11'^ 
Electric Light 
Kit Includes: 

K. t.5033 lighting Brick 
L. #503G gtVBdlteryagx 

An sll.DOvdlu*. Save S] .00 
ONLY $10*00 

C. #5129 Explcrien 
Accessories 
25 pieces. $4,25 

J* #5125 Launch 
Command 
Accessories 
30 pieces, $3,00 

K» #5033 
Lighting Brick 
5 pieces $5.50 #5133 

Town Accessories 
47 pieces. $3.50 

L- #5038 
31V Battery Box 
$5.50 

M, #6319 Trees and Fences 37 pieces, 5175 

H. #5126 Crane 
Accessories 
11 pieces. $3.50 

B. #5306 Transparent 
Windows and Bricks 
8 pieces, $3.50 

— 

F* #5126 Transparent 
Plates & Bricks 
50 pieces, 53.50 

C. #5161 Hinges and 
Couplings 
27 pieces. $3.50 

I. #5050 Airplane 
Accessories 
21 pieces, $3.5(1 

Create your own roaH system! 
Create your own unique LEGO community road system... 

then have tun building tunnels, bridges, buildings and 
more with your LEGO bricks. Or use these plates la build 
a winding raceway. All road plates are detailed with 
bicycle.i'jagging paths. Each plate measures 10" square. 
Two plates per package. $7.25 

G. #6311 Curved Road Plates. 
P. #6312 Straight Road Plates 

Q. #6313 Cross Road Plates 
R. #6310 T“Road Plates 

^ ■■■ wjiiwm , j j| |(|. To build this 
uj*S35 I sample layout you'] 

I need 

riru m 1 [ “L, _ 1 r i^j 
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■ . #5135 Castle Accessories 
30 pieces. S3..50 

‘Features ftoyai Knigh|£J elements 

A* fire Breathing fortress 
Gel ready lor many happy alternoons defending the Fire Breathing 
Fortress. It's full of surprises! There's a secret exit inside and a 
cave lo lock up a fire-breathing dragon. Includes A knights, 
l Renegade and Majislo with glow-in-the-dark tvand- 
AgesB-12. 393 pieces. 
#6082 Fire Breathing Fortress $6100 

B Prci'ggm Wagon 
Help these brave knights 

■ . transport a fire-breathing 
dragon. The dragon puffs 
out fire and raises his wings 

- as he tries to escape. Two 
knights included, IGG pieces. 
#G05B Dragon Wagon $2 LOO 
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I 
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D. Kings Carriage 
A carriage fit for a king — and his. 
royal treasure! This mighty chariot 
is drawn by two white horses, which 
gallop fast to keep the treasure safe. 
The coachman and guards are on 
the alert — they'll defend the king 
and his gold at any cost. 120 pieces, 
#6044 Kings Carriage $16.50 

E- Pmgcm Defender 
What's [he best way to defend a 
fire-breathing dragon? Build a 
fire-breathing catapult! Four large 
wheels let you move the Dragon 
Defender inlo strategic positions — 
then fire away! 
Two brave knights 
included. 151 pieces. v ■ " 
#6043 Dragon Defender SI3.25 ^ 

Raise the drawbridge to protect the Royal Knights' fortress. 
But be careful — this fortress is lull of surprises, like a trap 
door, secret rooms, a raft, hidden treasure, even a skeleton! 
Ages 8-12. 251 pieces. 
#€073 Royal Drawbridge $32.50 cure- 

glub Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE! 
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#6036 Skeleton Surprise 

72 pieces. S9.25 

B. ftctji£te'£ Magical Atfbrkshcjf? 
Lots ol mysterious things can happen in Majislos 
Magical Workshop — especially when you're holding his 
magic, glow-in-the-dark wand! Here's everything you 
need to concoct magical adventures — including secret 
treasure, mysterious flames and an armed knight. 
Ages 7-12, 184 pieces. 
#6046 MctjisLo's Magical Workshop S26.00 

D. Park Pragan's Pen 
It's the most mysterious place in 
the forest—the Dark Dragon's 
Den. And only you can decide 
the fate oi the li re- breathing 9 
dragon hidden inside! 
A stairway leads up to the 
tower where 3 knights keep 
a close watch on the dragon. 
,Watch Majisto wave his 
magic, glow-in-the-dark IT 
wand—and see if the secret 
enit door opens! 
Ages 8-12. 205 pieces, 
#6076 Dark Dragon's Den $43.00 

svsiJBS 
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E. ^rmada flagship 
Set sail far the high seas and 
prepare for action! The Flagships 
mast collapses on a direc! hil, then 
snaps together fast, Includes the 
Admiral with special chrome breast 
plate, 2 crew members, a working 
compass, a net to hoist treasure and 
sails that go up and dawn. 230 pieces 
#6280 Armada Flagship $54.00 
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F. #5122 Pirate ■ Accesssories 
22 pieces. $2.00 C. Shipwreck Island 

All kinds of adventures await those 
brave enough to enter Shipwreck 
Island- Beware o( the catapult trap, 
a crane with net to hgist treasure 
stealers and a hidden prison! But if 
you find the treasure map you may 
escape with wealth beyond your 
wildest dreams. Ifr that is, you can 
avoid the hungry crocodile] 
Includes three shipwrecked sailors, 
(one not shown), a skeleton and 
crocodile Ages 7-12, 21S pieces. 
#6296 Shipwreck Island $29.75 

tw 

Holidays in the islands, are strange 
the Admiral. Decorating patm 

es and sledding dawn volcanoes 
sn’t like Hie holidays he 

members.. The Admiral cnee 
sailed to the South Pole to bring 
back some snow to show the 
islanders, tut all the snow melted 
except tor one snowball, and whn 
cart have a snowball light 
with erne snowball? 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 1-800-453-4652 Shop with Confidence 
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Ever)' Mol id ay Seasam, C jp tain Med Beard 
asks for the sarne present - a me# Red ’Beard 

Runner. That's because every year fled 
Beard's strip gels sunk by the Admiral. He 
also asks lor new treasure chests because he 

can never reniEmber inhere Ihe buries his. 

A .Tied Beard "Runner 
You ie Red Beard, captain of the ship, with 

a crew of 6 ready for action! When the 
mast collapses and the skull hull breaks 

away — snap them back into place tor 
the next high seas adventure. There's 

plenty of action, with a plank to walk, 

cannons, crane with net, and of 

course, a treasure chost filled 

C. Rocky Reef 
Two clever pirates have a treasure map — but can't 
find the buried treasure. That's because its bidden in 
a secret place, guarded by a spooky skeleton’ Will 

the pirates give up and row away in their boal? Or 
will they stay to find riches beyond their wildest 
dreams? Only you can decide ! Ages 7-121. 101 pieces. 

mb4 Rocky Reef $16.50 ® 

£B244 Armada Sentry 

70 pieces. S&.75 
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Ages7-12„ 119 pieces. S 13.25 '^) 

E. Imperial Outpost ^ \ J 
A grolty pirate is locked in the cell — 

and he might find the 
v| secret escape hatch. Once 

he escapes, he can use the 
^ i treasure map to find the gold. 

^ p You have a cannon 'a protect 
■ If (he outpost. And if the 

nf f pirates attack, you can raw to 
Jm I shore or help] 

Ages 7-12. 23 i pieces. 
mw Imperial Outpost $27.50 

F* Pirate's 
Imagine what you can do 
with two pirates, two 
Isla nders, a crocodile whose 
;uws really snap, a red 
canoe, cannon, treasure 
chest, palm trees, ladder, 
swords, spears - and there's 
even a skull-and-crossbones 
flag! 154 pieces. 
*1703 Pirate's Chest $22.00 
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d^h.ih.fl'Hi frh tl-s dock! 

C- Skull Inland 
Enter, if you dare, the secret hideout 
of the pirates, hidden behind a giant 
skull! At the back of the island, 
pirates use a large rotating crane lo 
unload booty from their boats. 
A cannon on the dock makes sure 
nobody tries to steal the treasure 
back! You Ye ready for all kinds of 
adventure, with four pirates, two 
guards, two rowboats, treasure, a 
treasure map, swords, secret exits, 
a monkey, a parrot and more. 
Ages 8-12. 566 pieces. 
^279 Skull Island $53.00 ® 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 1-800-453-4652 Shop with Conti Includes application to pin the LEGO Cluti—FREEf 
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A# litichemted Island 
Many hours oil adventure and discovery await 
you on the Enchanted island, Tucked behind 
a tropical lagoon you'll find thatched huts, 
a mysterious cave, ihe kings balcony and 
a royal treasure chest. Two pirates in a 
rowboat, hve islanders, a red canoe, and 
a hungry crocodile add lo the fun. 
Ages 8-12, 412 pieces.. 
#€278 Enchanted Island £66,00 

FREE With Purchase Of AK6262 

#6247 Bounty Boat 
04 pieces. £4,75 

C, King KaHukit's Tfh.rone Kit 
Imagine the adventures you can have with two pirates, a row boat, a treasure map — and the islands me 
valuable treasure, hidden inside King Kahukas Throne. The King, his two sons, and a heice crocodile an 
ready lo protect the treasure at any cost! Plus you get the #6247 Bounty Boat Free! Ages 742, 175 pieces, 
#JC6262 King Kahukas Throne Kit A $-25-75 Value. Now Only $21.00 
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#8232 Skeleton Crew 
Ages 5-10. 27 pieces. $3.50 

F. #6237 Pirate's Plunder 20 pieces. $3.25 

G» #0230 King Kahuka 42 pieces, $4.50 
D. #6256 Islander Catamaran 

Ages 7-12. 58 pieces. $13.25 

H- #6246 Crocodile Cage 56 pieces. $7.25 

I* forbidden Cove 
A secret cave, look-out tower, hidden 
treasure and swiveling statue head make 
the Forbidden Cove the mast mysterious 
place in the islands. Two pirates want to 
steal the treasure, and two Island guards < 
will do everything in their power to protect 
it' Also includes a rowboat with pirate 
flag, eanoe, treasure map, drum and croco¬ 
dile. Ages. 7-12. 207 pieces. 
#6264 Forbidden Cove $29.75 

Add to your Island Adventures! Now 1 
you can got ihc #6264 Forbidden Cove, 
#6246 Crocodile Cage and get the #6236 
King Kahuka FREE! 305 pieces in all. 
#K62G4 Islander Adventure Pack 

R $41,50 Value, Just $37,00 
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A. Recall HoEat 
Your mission? Build the sneakiest spy robot in 
space! Eecon Robe! has six wheels far rolling over 
lunar landscapes., pincei daws for snatching 
space-age secrets, a computer box, and tools tor , 
emergency repairs. Astronaut included. 
Ages 7-12. 133 pieces, 
36&B9 Recon Robot 513,25 #6835 Saucer Scout 45 pieces $4,50 

Ci Lunar LauncE Sft'e 
Many hours of adventure await you at the Lima: Launch 
hideout, with a landing strip, a tower with rada^egic 
patrol vehicle and a trap door which leads to die underg 
Two spies and a droid included. Ages ’2. 274 pieces. 
i£955 Lfsnair Launch Site S47.5D 
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stindi h^orz t 

V 87z” till! 

Include^: 

# 6069 ISecern TSobfft 

#6959 Lunar LauncK Site 

#6939 Saucer ileTiturisTi 

6X0 pieces in all, 

A $90.50 Value, You Save $8.50. 

Choose the Saucer Centurion feu your most 
dangerous spying excursions. This super 
spaceship reaches warp speeds with powerful 
engines on its side, hull and rear. When you 
reach your destination, use the ship's robotic 
arm to collect interplanetary samples, then 
explore enemy territory with the eight-wheeled 
spy-mobile hidden inside the left cockpit, 
Droid and astronaut included- 
Ages 7-12. 21 i pieces. 
#6959 Saucer Centurion $28,75 

ill Pull off tie i ouijtr HictiDMi i,h<3 re&tfkck 
sf tU .L«ikd to M&lte k cfiftl ckr. TUh p]&c« 

(h) oh tep of rct&t 

to ih if| tcrrliih s&ite v^Lic-l-e J3J 

E. I&obo dviardicm 
Introducing the biggest, most awesome and intimidating 
robot ever built -- and he's yours to command! Use 
buttons on the bach to control his arms 6 different ways. 
One arm contains a magnet, the other a claw for 
snatching top secret information. And there's more — like 
a mini spaceship hidden inside 3)is swiveling head and a 
secret compartment big enough to hide a spy Comes 
with two spies and a droid. Ages 8-12. 360 pieces. 
£6349 Robo-Guardian S38.5Q * 



#5127 Antennas 
8c Control Sticks 
37 pieces- $3.05 

Combines the fun of cl rollercoaster, a space adventure --and building with LEGO bricks! This 
giixnt monorail system has a high-speed car that's powered by a battery box to zip around the 
raiL just turn it on when you want it to go, olf when you want it to stop. There s even a way to 
make the car go backwards! Set its lights to flash an alert - or shine steadily bright- At the 
lower level, load and unload passengers. The second level has the radar station. And the 
upper level functions as a launching ramp for cockpit modules and also houses the control 
roam, Includes three space figures and a droid, readiy to join you on many wonderful 
adventures, (Sv battery not included.) Ages 8-12- 5B8 pieces. 

8&S9J Monorail Transport Base S178.00 . 
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E. Star jflFawfe IT 

tn a far awuyigalaxy, iwo space explorers cruise across the cosmos 
in their sleek spaceship. This powerful Unitron crtdi features a 
detachable cockptC for emergency getaways. 28S pieces 

Star Hawk II $33.00 _ 
D* Crater 
Small medium and large liras make 
this the best space mobile ever lor 
cruising up and down ibe treacherous 
slopes ol lunar craters. Comes with 
enough pieces to build a small 
spacecraft to hover overhead or check 
out the next galaxy! Two astronauts 
included. 180 pieces. 
#1787 Crater Cruiser $21.01) cm 

#$705 Five Space Explorers 

04 pieces, $7,25 

Satisfaction Guaranteed with Confidence 
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#6879 Blizzard Baron 

SI pieces. 59.25 

#6814 Ice Tunnelator 
24 pieces. S3-.25 

c. v 
Eight high traction (ires allow you to transport rockets over I he 
iciest terrain. The ICE-SAT V has a I i liable I ran spoiler for the 
on-board rocket- Turn the crane lever and a magnet helps 
reload the rocket Eor the next launch. Includes the Ice Planet 
explorer and ice saw. Ages 7 - 12. 133 pieces 
16893 1C E-SAT V $17,50 

u. >p'c£c€ 9»«ttwn iwnra r u./-- 
In the farthest reaches oi outer space three aslronauts guard Space Station Zenon. poms&and base for the U nitron wten 
While cm all-terrain vehicle explores the alien landscape and a Un'itron spacdcrnh gsf^ready fdrjcke^alf, the station's 
giant antenna monitors the horizon tor upcoming adventures. Three Unitron figures included. Ages £-12. 340 pieces, 
#1793 Space Station Zenon $44.00 *r „. - SVSI.E® 



. -is the fun you'll have building1 the Deep Freeze Defender — a huge 
fc* talas explorers deep into galactic frontiers. Now take it apart and 

- - —:nd your own unique spaceships using the same pieces.. There's a 
,1/ with control panel, skis and an ice saw. Plus a rocket-launcher and 

. nansport vehicle that can retrieve rockets with magnetic coupling, 
de Planet explorers included. Ages B -12, 412 pieces. 

T leep Freeze Defender $49.00 

^e£tte law and order in the galaxy with 
Scka Snooper! Criminals can be held on 
= t hr questioning in the space lock-up 
- end then transported to a more secure 
=cn with the collapsible spaceship 
=d no board. Three Space Police officers 

:ided. Ages 8 -12. 249 pieces, 
i. ’ Solar Snooper $42.00 

B* Ice1 Station Ody^ey 
This icy control center will keep you busy with its amazing 
power and capabilities. Review your strategies in the dome 
covered conlrol center complete with control panel and 
swivel chair. Visit ihe assembly hall, where satellites are 
mounted on rockets for the next launch. Also included is a 
llhwheeled rocket transport unit and a motor sled. Three Ice 
Planet explorers included- Ages 8 -12. 337 pieces. 
#6963 Ice Station Odyssey 567.00 
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A. detrcpo C rane 
Take this giant telescopic crane on (he rails ior 
loading freight cars! The crane rotates a fall 360 
degrees and can be raised and lowered with the 
turn of a crank, Comes with a service ear, 
container, tools and two workers. 
27S pieces, ^ 
#4552 Cargo Crane $38.50 ** 

li you like trains and trucks you'll go 
CRAZY for the Cargo Railway! Hear 
the dick oS wheels as the awesome 
express locomotive and its four cargo 
containers whisk around I he oval 
track, transporting money, mail, 
fuel and luggage. The transport 
truck unloads the four passenger 
containers — sleeping 
compartments, dining areas and all! 
There are also 7 figures included and 
a 9-volt, plug-in transformer to get 

you i 
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TRAINS 

Octon 

YouTe in charge of this bustling 
station,, where busy workers load 
freight cars with their cargo, The 
moveable crane has a winch to raise 
and lower containers. The office 
has everything you need to manage the 
operation, including a canteen and a 
phone booth, Three rail workers 
included. Ages 7-12. 377 pieces. 

si Exclusive! 

Loid knd' u *, ] o i A 
Vehicles with tk« 

?Lt^d r^h^fc! 

Take all kinds of LEGO cars for a ride on the 
railway! This extra long wagon has side boards that 
open and a: special ramp t hat rotates to let vehicles 
on and off the wagon. 136 pieces. 
#4544 Car Transport Wagon Slfl.75 

#45-59' Qkrj® R.Jk(iun&j indues 

r-e'to&v&Ut rii Iiuky 
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Hook these huge storage tanks to your train for a ride to 
the Itiel stop. Then help the Octan driver load fuel into 
the barrels and on to has I ruck. 170 pieces. 
#4537 Twin Tank Transporter $23.00 

All the action and excitement of a bristling train yard, complete with an 
engine, three flatbed train cars, containers lor loading solids and liquids 
two working cranes, a working scale lor weighing cargo, a truck and 
much mare. Us* the cranes to load the cars, make sure the load's not too 

heavy, then let'em roll round the track, - 
Requires #4548 S'volt Speed Regulator to -jv*ir . ® ^ 
operate {sold separately). 956 pieces. --J, *”"• Ah, 



TRAINS 
C. 1mm >tatioTi 
Every train needs a station - and here's the most 
exciting station of all! Just like a real big-city 
nation, there's plenty to keep you busy Bay a 
ticket to Kalamazoo, Get a bite to eat make a 
phone call or mail a letter. The luggage trailer 
Ah 11 handle your luggage and the control roam 
will tell you when to board, Includes eight 
travelers, luggage, letters, mailbox and 
many other special pieces. 
364 pieces. 
f2150 Train Station $73*00 
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TRAINS 

#4515 Eight 

Straight Rails. 

More than 40 

inches of licet! 

$13.25 

#4520 Eight Curved Rails. 
Enough lor 27" halt circle! 
$13.25 0_£ A# Pel’ll ace "Track Kit 

Add over 19 feet of miming track toyoui 
existing train set and create the awesome 
layout shown. Kit contains 3 sets of straight 
rails {#4515], 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 
2 sets of switching rails {#4531). 
52 pieces in all 
#K4531 Deluxe Track Kit A $123.00 value. 
NOW ONLY $1101.00! 

B . $pecidl ^frcick Kit 
.Add over 7 feet of running track to your existing 
train set and create the awesome layout shown. 
Kit contains 1 set of straight rails (#4515), 2 sets 
oJ curved rails (#4520) and 1 set oi switching 
rails (#4531), 30 pieces in all! 
SK4520 Special Track Kit A $68.50 value. 
NOW ONLY $55.00! 

#4531 Switching Rails 

6 pieces- S2B.75 

ter Bellas "Track Kit 
Includes aII track in 
trK453l plus the 
#4532 Level Crossing. 185 pieces in 
#K4532 Super Deluxe Track Kit 
A $148.00 value. Save $16! 
NOW ONLY S132JDQ 

PL SMd *W Bail Hauler 
Test your skills at the crane .behind the wheel 
...and on the tracks! You'll need quick reflexes 
to load these massive crates from the transport 
truck to the giant height car. Then zoom the 
truck away far a fresh load- Hook the height 
ear to your train -- and you're ready to roll! 
446 pieces. 
#4549 Road rN Rail Hauler $52.00 

OvdCr Efffhj 
While supplies iflsi! 

Quantities liMittJd 

Train's coming! Warn cars its time 
to stop at the crossing while your 
train chugs by Includes baseplate 
with rails to hook up to your rail 
system, two moveable crossing 
gates, a watchman's post and 
watchman. 133 pieces. 
#4532 Level Crossing $25,00 

ugo sysiEM me Includes application to Join the LEGO Glut ...FREE 
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I- Gutter 
When other boats are in trouble, 
the C2E Sea Culler races lo the 
rescue. It's the fastest speed boat 
around and is slocked with the 
latest rescue equipment. The 
sleek hull cuts through even the 
roughest ocean waters. Includes 
a three-person crew. 
Ages 7-12, 193 pieces. 
#4022 C2$ Sea Cutter $33.00 ciue 

JL Wave Caps 
You're in command of the sea when 
you build and drive this awesome 
police boat. Walkie talkies and 
mega phones put the power of 
communication in your hands. 
Then use lire working winch to reel 
in those who brecrk the law!' 
101 pieces. 
#4012 Wave Cops $22.00 am 

See how fast you can rip through (he waves in 
this bright red and black racer- The rear 
opens far quick engine repairs. And the 
chrome-plated exhaust pipes take you faster 
than the speed of sound] 
Ages 5-12, S3 pieces. 
#4002 Riptide Racer $13.25 club 



It's loaded with extras and ready for the road. Authentic 
details include a V-8 diesel motor, working dears, sunroof 
and steering, Plus, there’s a sleeping cabin with all the 
comforts of home, like a bed, lamp. TVr CB-radia — even 
a coffee machine! And when you’re finished, use the same 
pieces to build an awesome all-terrain truck. 
Ages ID k up. 1,743 pieces. 
#5571 Giant Truck $139,00 SY&.iEM 



A. All terrain 
I ruck alternate 

C- feep trailer & ^fcgster 
alternate i Xh m 

B. Go-Kart alternate 

It's a real beauty — you've built it with your own 
two hands! The details ail this sleek blue hot rod 
are awesome, from its shining chrome tights la 
the windshield wipers that really move. For a 
change ai action, use the same pieces la 
build a low-riding go-cart, 419 pieces. 
#5S41 Blue Fury SOthSO 

C. Mach. If Bed Bird Big 
Speed through the highways and skyways with the Mach II Red Bird. 
This awesome Tractor Trailer and Jet Plane contain working parts like 
doors/hatches that open and dose, pivoting wheels, spoilers which tip 
la the side and a removable loading ramp, Tremendous detail, realism 
and 1,162 pieces of building tun! Ages 10 & up. 
#5591 Mach II Red Bird Rig J! 10.00 



Prejrfct" TM 
|*«1lcsptiti'r t'@ tilt 
fVen* side to- iid<E, 
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lim-diiv^ pad. A #8485 Control Center II $218.00 



climatic 

automatically. Ages 9 & up. 23® pieces. 
#BS37 Pneumatic Excavator $47.00 

Exclusive! 
While supplies tsst 

C. Pneumatic Set 
Pneumatic power is-a! your command! This 
system uses compressed air lo bring life to the 
models you build. Follow the instructions, lo 
build 4 different models — a car. forklift, truck 
and tractor. And that's just I he beginning! The 
pneumatic working cylinder opens and closes 
the car cockpit, raises and lowers the torklilt 
and more. The trader can even be motorized 
with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on 
page 581. Ages 9 fit up, 225 pieces. 
#0042 Pneumatic Set $36,51) 

on ze 
tractor 

Rack and pinion 
steering makes 
turns super 
smooth! / 

For realistic oif-road action, piece together thi: 
rugged police buggy, complete with protective 
roll bar. air-filled oH-road tires, rack and pm© 
steering and a police officer lo enforce theiaw 
Includes instructions lor 2 awesome models.- 
Motorize alternate model with #8720 Powe<ftn 
Isold separately on page 58). 176 pieces. 
#8230 Coastal Cop Buggy $22,06 

I Includes application to join the LEGO Club.,.FREE! 



GET CRANKED UP TO CUSTOMIZE... 
Pneumatic Power 
Pneumatic systems work by 
controlling compressed air. Flick 
the air vdve, press the air pump 
and lei pneumatic 

power add realism HWPneuVl 
to your models: 

Includes 
Instructions to 

build j motorized 
pneumatic robot! 

P. #5119 Micro Motor 
4 Pieces. SI LOO 

G, #5111 9Y Motor Wire 
54-50 A, #5099 Pneumatic Valve 

$2.75 ^ K. LEGO TECHNIC Team 
The LEGO TECHNIC Team is just 
who you need to drive,, fly steer 
and operate your LEGO TECHNIC 
models. The three action figures 
have movable hands, arms, legs, 
feet and heads. Each is equipped 
with a safely helmel. 9 pieces. 
#8714 LEGO TECHNIC Team $8.75 

J. Qpbigners / 

Idea Book 
It's 100 pages of action- 
packed ton! Our designers 
share their favorite ways to make 
everything from walking monster 
robots to sleek race cars. Whether 
you're iust beginning or an 
experienced LEGO TECHNIC 
builder, ihis book oilers amazing 
new ideas with many different 
functions. Colorful illustrations 
show you how lo build these 
exciting models and understand 
how they work from the inside out. 
#BB$1 Designers Idea Book S9.50 

ES. #5107 Pneumatic Pump 
2" Cylinder. $3,25 

H. #5276 
Gear 
Wheels 
Etc. 23 
pieces, 
$4,50 C. #5103 Pneumatic Piston 

T Cylinder. $3-25 

#5282 Balloon Tires 
(Approx. 2 3/+") $6.00 D. #5109 Pneumatic Tubing 

23" St 39" $3.25 

#5110 Pneumatic 
Pack 
Includes 1 of each pneumatic 

accessory A * H 
Abukir Ptice &12.5Q. 

Sot $1.75- 
ONLY $10.75 

Wheels turn and motors run when you add the 9:V power 
pack to your LEGO TECHNIC Sets. Includes motor, battery 

box. rubber belts, and assorted gears and bricks. Almost 
every LEGO TECHNIC set includes instructions to 

motorize models with the Power Pack. 
(Requires 6 A A Batteries - not included). 54 pieces. 

H872Q Power Pack $33.75 

Piece it together with your own two hands — you'll still be amazed 
at the many action details on ihe Supply Ship! While the steering 
gear toms, the propellers rotate. The crane swings around and can 
be raised and lowered. There are even instructions that show you 
how to build a Hovercraft that can be motorised with #8720 Power 
Pack. (Bold separately). Ages 10 & up. 523 pieces, 
#9639 Supply Ship £59.50 

club includes application to j sip the LEGO Club TWEE! 



Check out this great new modu 
e1 
e 

sections together, then 
customize with special pieces 

an amazing number of models. 

|R«d data in di 
indicate where till? 
3 pieces can be added.! 

AGES 7 & UP 

Use 

m 
i1 

O, } Ini Car *2w. fa 
Hours of action by land, air and seal First build the amphibious f^c.e 
with rack-arid-pmion steering and movable creme. Mext piece together the 
helicopter, complete with 3-wheel landing gear and movable rotors. Then 
build the trailer and you're ready to roll! And ii that's not enough action, 
use the alternate building instructions and the same pieces to build an 
awesome all-ierrian vehicle, trailer and mini-sub- Two LEGO TECHNIC 
ligures included- Ages 9 &up. 726 pieces 
#m& 3 in 1 Car 134,0 D 

453-4652 



#3024 Hovercraft 
191 pieces. $25.50 

A. Nighthawk 
You'll be amazed at the realisticaGiion of this aerodynamic surveillance 
helicopter. Turn the crank to activate the rotors and turbo-motor Shift 
Ihe flex-system to till the main rotor for delicate maneuvers. Includes 
instructions to motorize the rotors on the helicopter with #8720 Power 
Pack {sold separately on page 53), Then use ihe same pieces to bulla an 
awesome airplane. Ages 10+up 231 pieces. MB 
#8412 flighthawk 529.75 

Turn the crank to 
spin the rotors — 
trlt rotors in any 

direction For 

lie ate maneuvers! 

top oF the 
Wrecker. 

lower the 
crane hoc 

Rebel Wrecker is the name, otbrooding is the game! This 
monster truck has four balloon tires, six engine pistons 
that move up and down and a crane with working tow 
hook. Take the Rebel Wrecker apart and build an 
awesome dune buggy with the same pieces. Add *B72D 
Power Pack (sold separately on page 56) to motorize 
your model! Includes building instructions for ^ 
two models. Ages ID & up. 481 pieces. cu]e f 
#3353 Rebel Wrecker 569,00 f*A 
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Wing span W/i 

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a Day! 

Motor 2 opens 

and closes 

satellite wings. 

BOIL _ 
SPACE SH 

, - 1 • Q 
D. Space Shuttle 
Build your own Space Shunts then put it into action with twadifferent 
motors, a battery box and Fiber Optic System- The motors unfold the wings 
of the detachable satellite, flash the Fiber Optic System Fights, open the 
hatches and lift and turn the shuttle arm, Also includes ffiEmually 
retractable Sanding gear and moveable wing flaps. Mext dive into the deep 
with an awesome submarine you eflo build with the same pieces, Motors 
open the EgJtlt hatch, lower a ramp; power a mini ocean [loot scan vehicle 
forward and backward and Hash ifte Fiber Optic System lights. Requires 
BAA Batteries not included. Ages tt & up. L3E6 pieces. 
-64BQ Space Shuttle SI53.00 gi 

AGES 9 & UP 

Submarine 
model 

Li Ft and l ower 

Canadian arm. 

Swing arm From 

side to side. 

^ FIBER OPTIC ^ 



You won't tae-lii&v^ how realistic the action, is until you see it with your 
own two eyes! The pneumatic crane turns, lilts and opens — just like 
the real thing. The truck has three axles, lour-wheel steering and 
lour supporting legs you can move up and down. For even more 
action, use the #3720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 58) to 
motorize the crane hook! Ages 11 Si up. B41 pieces. 
#3480 Pneumatic Crane Truck $99.00 



Blase the trails with this, awesome off-road motor 
bike. Its wide sport tires are filled with air — 
just like real tires! Plus it's got from and back 
wheel suspension and chain-driven two-cyltnder 
V-mo-tor — ready to roar full throttle ahead! Now 
use the same pieces to build a super last 
dragster. Includes instructions to motorize 
Dragster model using *$720 Power Pack (said 
separately on page 58}. 31,5 pieces. 
#8422 Circu it Shock Racer $33,00 ctue 

motor! 

Includes realistic functions li 
trunk that opens to show 8 w 
pistons! 

This is one huge machine — over a loot and a hall long from end to end! 
This awesome test car has lots of realistic functions, like a working 
gear that shifts from first to fourth speed. Plus 4-wheel steering and 
independent suspension, a Irunk lhat opens to show 3 working pistons, 
2 adjustable mirrors and headlights you can move up and down by I he 
Hick of a switch. And thats just the beginning! Clear instructions show 
you how to use (he seme pieces to build a sleek Formula 1 Raced 
Ages 11 & up, 1,343 pieces. 
*6880 Super Car $139,00 

More 
than 
L3G0 

pieces 
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